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Abstract: The safety of at grade road intersections is a relevant issue with social, economic, and
environmental implications. It is related to the behavior of a driver approaching an intersection that,
in its turn, is affected by kinematic and physiological variables. This study proposes a model to
calculate the intersection operation time (IOT) for typical non-signalized 4-leg and 3-leg (or T-leg)
urban intersections. Data available in the literature have been considered in order to identify the
points of interest and assess the number and the time of a driver’s eye fixation on them. When
approaching an intersection, the probability of glancing in a particular area changes with the distance
to the yield or stop line; for this reason, a probabilistic approach was used to model the phenomenon.
All possible maneuvers have been considered: left turning, right turning, and through-movement.
The proposed model allowed an objective comparison between time spent by drivers for various
maneuvers and layout conditions, and identification of the critical conditions. Indeed, significant
differences in terms of IOT were found: they could lead to modification of the traffic management
considering different needs of road users, traffic demand, and geometrical and functional constraints.

Keywords: intersection operation time; 4-leg intersection; 3-leg intersection; driver’s behavior

1. Introduction

An at-grade intersection is the area shared by two or more roads that join or cross each other [1].
Therefore, at intersections vehicles make maneuvers: they end the almost constant-speed conditions
and low-curvature trajectories to pass to an unsteady motion state [2]. Generally, left turn, right
turn, and straight-through movement are the allowable maneuvers: each vehicle makes a set of
operations, speed, and direction changes to set and follow its flow trajectory. Safety and efficiency
are the two-conflicting parameters commonly adopted to design, describe, model, and predict the
intersection performance [3]. High portion of total crashes occurs at intersections, especially in the
urban environment where drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists interact in shared spaces under time
pressure [4–6].

The intersection operation time (IOT) is the time duration of a vehicle on a specific intersection
from the approach to the complete execution of the maneuver: it is composed of approaching, waiting,
and decision times. The time spent by drivers at intersection depends on the geometric features
of the intersection and the relationship between himself, the infrastructure, and the surrounding
traffic environment. The controller of the system is the driver him/herself: he/she must analyze the
intersection area (and the evolving scenario) while approaching it and change his/her movements
according to the surrounding environment, in order to perform the operation needed to complete
the maneuver. They collect sight and hearing outside input data and afterwards make a decision;
during this time, drivers have to avoid collision with other vehicles or road users. The more scenario
complexity there is, the more time is needed to analyze it; the number of lanes, visual obstructions,
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and different user categories make the scenario hard to interpret. Therefore, IOT is a crucial parameter
for measuring the intersection efficiency [7].

In the literature, several studies tried to analytically model the drivers’ behavior during the
approaching phase, because it reflects the relationship between the driver and the surrounding
environment. In the last years, studies of driver’s eye-scanning investigated the influence of road
alignment during their approaching time [8,9]. Eye-tracking equipment was used to monitor the drivers’
visual search patterns; eye movements were recorded using a head-mounted eye-tracking device [10].
Three categories of data are most frequently considered: what the users scan [11]; the number of
fixations [12]; how long the users scan [13]. Moreover, the visual behavior depends on the presence
of signals at an intersection [14], the maneuver that drivers made [15], the time of the day [16], the
surrounding objects [17], the driver’s experience [18], and the lighting conditions [19]. Since eye
movement and steering are linked, because the driver’s choices stem from their visual information [20],
these data contribute to modeling the driver’s behavior when approaching an intersection.

In contrast to the approaching time, the relationship between the user and infrastructure does not
affect waiting and turning times. Instead, waiting time depends on the possibility of finding a Gap
greater than Gap acceptance (i.e., the time interval between two consecutive vehicles evaluated by a
driver for a crossing or merging operation), while the turning time depends on the length of maneuver
and the vehicle type [1]. In the literature, the Gap acceptance processes have been analyzed in order to
identify which variables influence the identification of an adequate opportunity to start a maneuver
(e.g., individual drivers’ preferences, vehicle distance [21,22]). Microscopic simulation models and
tools have been often used for approaching the analysis of drivers’ behavior for some special road
configuration or traffic conditions [23–25].

The aim of this paper is to propose an analytical model to calculate IOT for urban at-grade road
intersections, considering the different phases of admitted maneuvers and the time needed for the
analysis, decision, and operation performed by drivers. Two geometrical layouts of three-leg (3-leg,
T-type, or T-leg intersection) and four-leg (4-leg) urban intersections were considered. In all the
examined cases, vehicles can perform three maneuvers: crossing (through-movement), right turn, and
left turn.

2. Methods

Whatever the studied maneuver, IOT can be defined according to Equation (1):

IOT = tMAN + tREA (1)

where tMAN is the maneuver time: it is the time necessary to start and conclude the maneuver, and
tREA is the reaction time: it is the total time needed for a driver to perceive, decide, and react to an
event on the road when a driver has to restart at the stop bar [26].

In order to model IOT, tMAN was divided into three consecutive periods (Equation (2)):

• the approaching time (tAPP) in which a driver arrives on the threshold of intersection;
• the waiting time (tWAI) in which a driver waits for an acceptable length of time on principal flow;
• the turning time (tTUR) in which a driver carries out the maneuver.

IOT = tAPP+ tWAI + tTUR + tREA. (2)

2.1. Approaching Time

In this study, the approaching maneuver has been modeled as follows.
During tAPP, the driver travels along the road stretch L, which is the approaching leg: it starts

from the road section when the driver perceives the intersection moving at the speed VA and ends at
the stop (or yield) bar. According to the Italian standard for road design [27] and the common layouts
for road signaling at intersections, L is assumed to be equal to 150 m.
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L is composed by different dynamic conditions along its three subsections (Figure 1):

• in the subsection (L2), the driver decelerates from the current design speed (VA) using the braking
system until reaching VB;

• in the ensuing subsection (L1), the driver starts to analyze the other traffic flow to identify a
possible acceptable gap. In this phase, the driver does not use the braking system until he reaches
the decision point at the speed VC;

• in the last subsection (L0), two options are available. The driver can stop the vehicle at the stop
bar or he can find an acceptable gap to maneuver without stopping the vehicle (i.e., a continuous
maneuver) at the yield bar.

Figure 1. Theoretical speed diagram along the approaching leg (during tAPP).

According to the principle of kinetic energy conservation and the rule of uniformly accelerated
motion, Equations (3) to (8) can be used to describe the process.

L2 = (VA
2
− VB

2) / (2 d2) (3)

L1 = (VB
2
− VC

2) / (2 d1) (4)

L0 = VC
2 / (2 d0) (5)

L1 = L2 + L1 + L0 = (VA
2
− VB

2) / (2 d2) + (VB
2
− VC

2) / (2 d1) + VC
2 / (2 d0) (6)

VB = ((2 d0 d1 d2 L − VA
2 d0 d1 − VC

2 d2 (d1 − d0)) / (d0 (d2 − d1))0.5 (7)

VS = (VC
2 + 2 a L0) (8)

where a is the acceleration from VC to VS; VC is assumed to be equal to 20 km/h; VS is the threshold speed
of the vehicle when it does not stop at the intersection and starts its maneuver at the speed VS; d0, d1,
and d2 are the constant deceleration values along subsections L0, L1, and L2, respectively. Deceleration
values can be obtained through experimental observation. However, d1 satisfies Equation (9) to have
reasonable results:

d1 ≤ d1,max = (VA
2
− VC

2) / (2 (L − L0)) (9)

where d1,max is the maximum reasonable value of d1: it occurs when the driver starts uniformly
decelerating from VA to VC when he is at a distance L from the stop line.
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Given Equations (3) to (8), it is possible to calculate the time spent by the driver along L0, L1,
and L2. The approaching time values for stopping and continuous maneuvers are tAPP,0 and tAPP,S
(Equations (10) and (11), respectively).

tAPP,0 = t0 + t1 + t2 (10)

tAPP,S = tS + t1 + t2. (11)

According to [11], the driver’s behavior could be described by the time he spends to analyze a
scenario. When approaching an intersection, the vehicle moves in unsteady conditions: for this reason,
the approaching leg L should be divided into N dx-long branches (dxi) (Equation (12)).

L = Σi
N dxi = N dx (12)

The discretization of L permits us to study the variation of eye’s fixation points varying the
distance to the stop (or yield) bar. The driver’s fixations are affected by the presence (or absence) of
some points of interest. In this study, 9 of them were considered:

1. A traffic light for crossing or turning-right vehicles;
2. A traffic light for turning-left vehicles when a dedicated turning lane is present;
3. Traffic coming from the left;
4. Traffic coming from the right;
5. Traffic coming from the opposite direction (for 4-leg intersection);
6. Pedestrian crossing on the left side of the approaching leg;
7. Pedestrian crossing on the right side of the approaching leg;
8. Vehicles on the left of the driver;
9. Vehicles on the right of the driver.

Having regard to a group of m drivers, each k-th point of interest [traffic element] along the i-th
branch is characterized by the average fixation time on it td,k,i and the number of total fixations made
by drivers on it fT,k,i. Therefore, Equation (13) gives the overall average time tf,d,i that a driver spends
to analyze the i-th dxi:

tf,d,i = M ts + Σk=1
M (α fT,k,i td,k,i) / M (13)

where M is the number of focused points of interest along dxi and ts is the time of saccade (i.e., small
rapid jerky movement of the eye when it jumps from fixation on one point to another). In this study, ts

has been assumed equal to 225 ms [28]; α is the percentile of risk propensity of a driver (considered as
a representative of the average of driver population). This value describes the probability value that
simulates a driver’s risk appetite (risk propensity).

Equation (14) gives the average time spent by drivers to analyze the approaching leg td,a:

td,a = Σi=1
N tf,d,i / N. (14)

Given td,a, it is possible to calculate the average speed Vd that a driver has to maintain to analyze
L in safety conditions (Equation (15)). In this study, Vd is the value assumed for VA because it ensures
the safety condition described herein.

Vd = L / td,a (15)

The comparison between td,a and tAPP,0 or tAPP,S gives the conditions (Equations (16) to (19)):

• when

td,a ≤ tAPP,0 (16)
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td,a ≤ tAPP,S. (17)

The driver can analyze the scenario in safety conditions. This result is acceptable.

• when

td,a > tAPP,0 (18)

td,a > tAPP,S. (19)

The driver cannot analyze the scenario under safety conditions because Vd is smaller than the
travel speed. This condition is not acceptable: since the driver cannot analyze the intersection under
safety conditions, he has to reduce his travel speed to approach safely the intersection.

Having regard to the continuous maneuver (Equation (11)), Equation (20) describes the time spent
by a driver to evaluate the possibility of a continuous maneuver being needed:

T > t1 + tS. (20)

In Equation (20) t2 is not considered because the driver starts to analyze the other traffic flows
when he is at the point B (Figure 1). In order to describe the process, the proposed probabilistic model
considers that when a vehicle (vehicle A in Figure 2) is arriving at the yield bar (during T), v vehicles
pass along the perpendicular flow. Therefore, the Poisson distribution could describe the process
(Equation (21)):

P(x = v) =
µx

x!
·e−µ =

(Q·T)x

x!
·e−(Q·T) (21)

where µ is the average number of vehicles that pass the intersection during T and Q is the traffic flow
of perpendicular lanes.

Figure 2. Scenario for continuous maneuver.

Given T and Q, it is necessary to establish a percentile Plim in order to find the (entire) number of
vehicles (v) such that the probability v vehicles pass the intersection during T is equal or more than
Plim (Equation (22)):

P(x = v) ≥ Plim. (22)
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When the v-th vehicle has passed the intersection, the time between the passing of vehicle v and
vehicle v+1 is the available lap (tL) for the approaching driver. Therefore, Equation (23) is valid and
allows us to obtain tL:

P(x = v|T) = P(x = v + 1|T + tL) =
[Q·(t + tL)]

v+1

(v + 1)!
·e−Q·(t+tL). (23)

The comparison between tL and the lap acceptance (tLAP,A) identifies two conditions (Equations (24)
and (25)):

tL ≥ tLAP,A. (24)

The continuous maneuver is possible: the approaching time is tAPP,S; or

tL < tLAP,A. (25)

The driver has to arrest a vehicle on the yield bar: the approaching time is tAPP,0.

2.2. Waiting Time

When Equation (25) is satisfied, or the driver stops his vehicle at the stop bar, he has to find an
available gap τ that is not less than the gap acceptance tGAP,A (Equation (26)):

τ ≥ tGAP,A. (26)

This study proposed a model to describe how much time a driver needs to wait for on the stop
(or yield) bar to find an available gap on the principal traffic flow. Probabilistic laws describe the
distribution of vehicle spacing in a traffic flow [21] in order to find the number of vehicular spacing that
satisfy Equation (26). Equation (27) gives the number of suitable vehicular spacing for entry maneuver
(qi) when the exceedance probability P(τ ≥ tGAP,A) and q are multiplied (Equation (28)):

qi = q P(τ ≥ tGAP,A) =
Q− 1
3600

·P(τ ≥ tGAP,A) (27)

where Q is the traffic flow in km/h, q is the number of vehicular spacing in 1 s.
Under steady flow conditions, the Poisson distribution is suitable for describing the phenomenon

of a single traffic stream. In such conditions, Equation (28) describes the number of suitable spacings
(ξ) during τ.

ξ = qi τ (28)

Equation (29) gives the percentile value when no enough vehicular spacing happens (ξ=0) during
τ (i.e., the waiting time):

P(ξ = 0) =
(qi·τ)

0

0!
·e−qi·τ = e−qi·τ (29)

P(ξ = 0) has been assumed to be equal to 0.8. However, the exponential curve gives not-null
probability values for tending to zero time values; it is an impossible condition due to the finite
length of vehicles. Therefore, a shifted exponential distribution proposed by [29] has been considered
(Equations (30) and (31)):

f (τ) = 0 when τ < c (30)

f (·) =
1

1
λ − c

e
(− τ−c

1
λ−c

)
when τ ≥ c (31)

where c is the lowest vehicular spacing for a given Q value (e.g., 0.5–1 s according to [3]), and λ is
assumed to be the reciprocal of Q.
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2.3. Turning Time

Turning time (tTUR) can be obtained by analyzing vehicular movements and speed during each
maneuver at an intersection. In this study, by means of a statistical treatment, it was possible to define
the average maneuver speed Va. Then, for each maneuver when knowing its length (Z), Equation (32)
gives tTUR for horizontal approaching legs:

tTUR = Z / Va. (32)

2.4. Data from the Literature

The proposed methodology has been implemented by using some parameters obtained from the
literature, especially with regard to the data that could not be deduced from theoretical models or
directly obtained from experimental surveys. This opportunity especially concerns the data regarding
fixation parameters, that are available in the literature. Particularly, Colleen [12] analyzed the fixation
areas during the day (Figure 3). She divided straight road sections into several zones (i.e., far field,
right scenery, and left scenery) composed of different fields.

Figure 3. Fixation fields.

For a 106.68 m-long straight section, it was possible to calculate the time of fixations towards
each field in Figure 3 and obtain its fixation times. According to Equation (15), the sum of all fixation
times and the length of the examined section allowed calculation of Vd (i.e., the average speed along a
straight section): in this study Vd and VA are 66.56 km/h.

On the other hand, two studies conducted by Higgins [13,15] on the number and duration
of fixations, and the points focused by drivers approaching a road intersection were considered.
Higgins [15] divided the scenario approaching unsignalized intersections into 4 glance areas (Figure 4):

• left (L): this includes all lanes and objects on the left of the driver (i.e., left hand side pedestrians,
left adjacent traffic, and left path of travel);

• center (C): this includes the lane where the driver is moving and all frontal elements (i.e., adjacent
to the signal and opposing traffic);

• right (R): this includes all lanes and objects on the right of the driver (i.e., right adjacent traffic,
right hand side pedestrians, and right path of travel);

• off screen (O): this covers all zones not included in the examined glance areas.
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Figure 4. Glance areas.

For each area, at a different distance from the stop or yield bar, the number and duration of
glances were considered. Having regard to [11] and [13,15], a binary logistic regression model was
adopted to describe the probability of a fixation, in a given glance area. The results from the statistical
analysis allowed calculation of the average fixation duration and the average number of fixations for
each glance area and considered maneuver (i.e., right turn, through, and left turn) in the examined
intersections (Table 1).

Table 1. Average fixation durations and number of fixations.

Maneuver
Average Fixation Duration (s)

L C R O

Right turn 0.85 0.50 1.10 0.50

Through 0.53 0.57 1.00 0.50

Left turn 0.80 0.40 0.60 0.50

Maneuver
Average Number of Fixations

L C R O

Right turn 1.04 2.53 5.49 0.62

Through 0.80 2.48 4.11 0.57

Left turn 1.27 3.02 8.26 0.73

3. Results

The fixation model has been implemented to analyze two intersections in the Southern Italy: a 4-leg
intersection in Molfetta (BA) (Figure 5a) (I1) and a T-leg intersection in Bari-porto (BA) (Figure 5b) (I2).

Figure 5. Examined intersections: (a) 4-leg intersection in Molfetta; (b) 3-leg intersection in Bari.
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For each configuration in Figure 5, three functional cases have been examined: three maneuvers
in the 4-leg intersection (Figure 6a) and three scenarios in the T-type intersection (Figure 6b–d). In this
paper, the 4-leg intersection is named X1, while the T-leg scenarios in Figure 6b–d is named as T1, T2,
and T3, respectively.

Figure 6. Examined layouts: (a) layout X1; (b) layout T1; (c) layout T2; (d) layout T3.

According to Figure 6, Table 2 lists the traffic flow input data that were collected during 15 min-long
traffic counts according to the Highway Capacity Manual [30]; data from different days and hours has
been used. The surveys were conducted in October, when the weather condition is not an obstacle to
trips and all work- and school-related activities are ongoing.

Table 2. Traffic flow input data.

Traffic Volume Value (veh./h)

QL 600

QR 600

Qopp 400

Table 3 lists the values of d0, d1, d2, a, and α. d0, d2, and a comply with the Italian standard for
road design [31]; for d1 the authors assumed a small value because in L1 the driver does not use the
braking system and the vehicle speed is almost constant. α has to be assumed as a percentile value
(in this study, it is equal to 0.8).

Table 3. Kinematic input data.

Variable Value Unit

d0 2 m/s2

d1 0.2 m/s2

d2 2 m/s2

a 1 m/s2

α 0.80 -
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According to Equations (3) to (8), Figure 7 shows the calculated speed curve along L (VA, VB, and
VV are 66.56 km/h, 27.78 km/h, and 24.49 km/h, respectively):

• the blue curve represents the cinematic trend along L2 and L1;
• the red curve represents the speed trend when Equation (25) is satisfied;
• the green curve describes the speed trend when Equation (24) is satisfied.

Figure 7. Speed curve in the approach leg.

Therefore, Table 4 lists the overall approaching times tAPP,0 and tAPP,S and their partial values
along the subsections L0, L1, and L2.

Table 4. Approaching times.

Time Value (s)

tAPP,0 18.97

tAPP,S 17.44

t0 2.78

t1 10.80

t2 5.39

tS 1.25

According to Equation (20), T is equal to 12.05 s.
Video records provided by TPS Transport Planning Service allowed the data collection in order to

determine maneuver times. Table 5 lists the average time spent by drivers to analyze the intersections,
maintaining an adequate safety degree.

Table 5. td,a values.

Scenario X1 T1 T2 T3

Maneuver td,a (s)

Right Turn 8.48 7.31 7.66 -

Through 5.71 - 5.24 2.17

Left Turn 7.93 5.50 - 2.58

According to Table 5, all td,a values are not more than tAPP,0 and tAPP,S (Equations (16) and (17)):
the driver can analyze the scenario in safety conditions, but the continuous maneuvers should be
verified. At this purpose, in the T-type intersection, the right of way has been considered. Therefore,
all maneuvers in T2 and the through maneuver in T3 have not been analyzed for calculation of tL.
Table 6 lists the tL values obtained from Equations (24) and (25), having Plim equal to 80%.
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Table 6. tL values.

Scenario X1 T1 T2 T3

Maneuver tL (s)

Right Turn 4.44 4.44 not analyzed -

Through 2.33 - not analyzed not analyzed

Left Turn 6.37 2.33 - 6.42

These values have been compared with the tLAP,A that is assumed to be equal to 6.36 s on the basis
of the LAP/GAP ratio observed in the performed surveys and having regard to [22]. Therefore, all tL
values in X1 and T1 (Table 6) satisfy Equation (25) and the continuous maneuver is not possible; on the
contrary, in T3 the continuous left turn is possible.

In order to calculate tWAI, tGAP,A has been derived from [32] and assumed equal to 7.87 s according
to [22]. Equations (30) and (31) allow the analysis of the vehicular spacing: Tables 7 and 8 list the
obtained P(τ ≥ tGAP,A) and tWAI, respectively.

Table 7. Exceedance probability values.

Scenario X1 T1 T2 T3

Maneuver P(τ ≥ tGAP,A)

Right Turn 0.28 0.28 not analyzed -

Through 0.04 - not analyzed not analyzed

Left Turn 0.02 0.04 - 0.43

Table 8. tWAI values.

Scenario X1 T1 T2 T3

Maneuver tWAI (s)

Right Turn 4.78 4.78 not analyzed -

Through 35.60 - not analyzed not analyzed

Left Turn 49.81 35.60 - 4.70

Given the geometrical layout of I1 and I2, the maneuver lengths are in Table 9.

Table 9. Maneuver lengths.

Scenario X1 T1 T2 T3

Maneuver Z (m)

Right Turn 4.50 4.50 4.50 -

Through 9.50 - 9.50 9.50

Left Turn 10.50 10.50 - 10.50

Having regard to the measured speed Va and the trajectory lengths in Table 9, Table 10 lists the
obtained tTUR values.
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Table 10. Turning times.

Scenario X1 T1 T2 T3

Maneuver tTUR (s)

Right Turn 1.50 1.50 1.10 -

Through 1.48 - 0.88 0.88

Left Turn 2.14 2.14 - 1.70

Finally, according to Equation (2) and given tREA equal to 2 s [31], Table 11 lists the IOT values.

Table 11. IOT time.

Scenario X1 T1 T2 T3

Maneuver IOT (s)

Right Turn 27.18 27.18 18.54 -

Through 28.05 - 18.32 18.32

Left Turn 72.92 58.71 - 19.14

4. Discussion

The time spent by a driver when he is approaching a road intersection depends on two variables:
the first one is a kinematic problem, while the second one is a physiological factor. The correlation
between these two variables affects the time that a driver has to spend approaching safely an intersection.
The proposed model combines these two aspects joining the literature experience with video records
in order to calculate the intersection operation time for two scenarios: a 4-leg intersection and a T-leg
intersection. Particularly, IOT is composed of the reaction time, approaching time, waiting time, and
turning time.

The comparison between the approaching time calculated with a kinematic approach and the
average time spent by drivers to analyze the approaching leg satisfies all the examined scenarios in
Equation (33):

td,a ≤ tAPP. (33)

Therefore, safety conditions are ensured in the analyzed intersections. However, the stop bar
or the presence of traffic flow in other directions could prevent the continuous maneuver and the
vehicles should stop and wait at the yield bar. Having regard to the waiting time, the obtained results
confirm an expectable trend: lower waiting times are typical of simple maneuvers, while larger waiting
times are characteristics of complex ones. Overall, the obtained results are realistic: the greater the
intersection complexity, the higher the intersection operation time needed. Indeed, for each modeled
maneuver, I2 has lower or equal IOT compared to I1.

However, the hypotheses put forward by the authors cannot be overlooked: the obtained results
are affected by the cited documents and the proposed calibration procedures. In order to guarantee the
reliability of results, experimental campaigns for data collection shall be specifically designed for the
studied problem. Indeed, road intersections could have variable layouts (e.g., geometry configuration,
surrounding elements) that affect behavior. Therefore, each different layout influences the glance
distribution in space and in time. The eye-fixations analysis was not conducted to evaluate waiting
time, turning time, and reaction time because the main features that influence time on intersection are
the number of vehicles in principal flow, the geometric features of intersection, and the type of vehicle.

5. Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to define a methodology to model a driver’s behavior during
approaching and turning phases at on-grade road intersections. Comparing operating times depending
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on the type of the maneuver, it is possible to observe greater times for turning left and lower ones for
turning right. This is not true for T-type intersections in case 2 and case 3 where operating time values
are similar. This is due to the fact that the vehicle in this case makes a continuous maneuver without
waiting on the stop bar. Comparing operating times depending on the type of intersection, it is possible
to observe that T-type intersections present lower values of operating time, especially when continuous
maneuvers are possible. Furthermore, it was underlined how the driver-infrastructure-environment
interaction is an important element used to study safety behaviors during the approach and turning
maneuvers. Even if the calibration brought low values of the analysis times, it was observed that
increasing complexity and elements of the intersections increase these times that become binding for the
model. For this reason, it is possible to assert that the model can be seen as a useful instrument to better
understand the mechanisms that underlie the accomplishment of maneuvers in order to perfect the
design tools. Policy and decision makers could apply it when they have to manage urban road safety
because it provides results that could be used to critically approach this strategic sector whose impacts
are economic, social, and environmental. Indeed, input data are available to a road management body,
and the presented method is comprehensive and versatile; therefore, it may be applied to different
urban scenarios by varying the examined variables and their factors. Future development prospects
involve validating the model through microsimulation and experimental field observations.

The model presents some validation limits. The results shown in this report are affected by
some calibration problems that could influence their reliability. To show the reliability of the results,
the experimental methods for data collection should be specifically designed for the case study.
Furthermore, intersections present different elements and characteristics that could not be always
present. In the calibration, the not present elements were simply delated from fixation analysis. This
process has some errors because the absence of an element involves a redistribution of fixations.
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